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ftrestroylcs in the Soviet Unicr. is briNing abcut changes that
were unheard of a little over a year ago. These changes are not only
affecting the Soviet Union, but all nation worldwide. at, what is
perestroyka? Why is tt happening? Mat are the barriers or prcblems
that are ocrairring r41 a result of perestrayka? In May 1990, these
question and others vblere answered by distinguished guest Dr. Mina

Makhmoutov at a seminar held at the Center on Echraticn ancl
Training for Enployment.

D. Makhmoutov is currently the direGtor of the Institute for
Professional Educaticn Research in Kazan, Russia; a member of the
presidium of the USSR Academy of Pedagcgical Scienoss; and an
academician, professor, and doctor of pedagogical and philological
science.

In his youth, Dr. Makhmoztov uvriced as a tractor driver. He
served 12 years in the anay, mostly as an aviation technician. He
taught for 3 years at Kazan University. And, he served 18 years as the
minister of education of the Tatar Republic. IXzring this pericd, his
scholarly interests turned toward creative thinking and the problems
confrcnting professicnal education. Fifteen years ago he organized a
research institute for professional instnicticm at the Acadany of
Pedagogical Scienoes.

In addition to beim a specialist in tie fields of public
educaticn, pedagogy, and professional training, Dr. Meduncutov has done
inportant work in oriental philology; he uses seven languages in hisresearch. His name is included in the Biobiblicorarhic Dictionary of

:&,teir_12clanrelliztre (1972). He is oo-author of an Arabic-Tatar-Russian
dicticrary and a Russian di,cticnary for a:el-Russian school students,
and author of a Itissianaratar dictioary for schools. He has published
work on the problems of naticmal schcols and the teaching of the
Russian and Tatar languages.

Dr. Mrichmoutov vas elected many tires as a depity to the Supreme
Soviet of the Tatar Republic. For sone 10 years he worked with UNE=
as a member of the International Illiteracy Canmittea. At present he
takes an active part in the mons media discussion =learning
perestroika in educaticn and culture. He is president of the Tatar
society, Watan, vthich pranotes cultural relaticns with Tatars lf,ving
outside the USSR.



Dr. Makkmoutov .ted the problem-eolving approach to
instructicn in the Soviet school system and has actively irwestigated
*Notices of the creative abilities of ddidren ard young potpie. His
PrinoiFel works in this arse Ere 2112b2GMLINIMSCUS29-12/212
EaldIEL Iristrtct.ice (1972) Er9bilarfialdra ZITXliatike (1975)1 and
221anizimilimbliftfiglY (1977) Professor
Isaac Lerner has written that llakteatutov "created in his books a real
encycicredia of probleek-solving instruction." His book nolitfilem
Ism) (19811 1985) was isarded the Academy of Pedagogical Scienoes,
highest award Dr. Makleatutov s pablicatices total more than 450 ard
have been translated into English, Arabic, Spanish, Chinese, German,

Bulgarian, ard Firnish, as well as national languages of the Soviet

At present, Dr. Maktmcutov is acelducting research in general
education ard profesc.lanal schools. His particular interest is the

interrelation and integration of general ard professional education and
their organizaticnal structures.

He has organized self-financing laboratories for professional
training and an experimental center for contiruing educaticn. The

Kazan center has provided instructicn far about 6,000 potpie over the
past 2 years and has developed nee methods of fighting fumticnal
illiteracy.

Dr. Makbmoutov is currently borking cei ideas for a not type of
professicmal school, givirq due regard to the American ommaznity-

college model. He sees this as a step in the restructuring of
professitnal education in the UM. Dr. Makhmoutow is presently

developing plans for the implementatice of comunity colleges in the

USSR with the assistance of the American Association of Comunity and
Jtmior Colleges (AACCIC), The Cossunity Colleges for Internaticnal

Development (02M), Florida Comunity College, St. Louis (Missouri)

Ccomunity College, and Waukesha (Wisommin) Technical College, and the

Center cn Educaticn and Training for Zaployment (CM) .

Dr. 14aklaecutov's professional and organizational activities have
been deecribed 1:or the Polish writer Jerzy Yarshessky in his book

Ition; in Zwilti8, the UHIMCO bulletins ard other

journalistic pieces.

Ike his creative activities, Dr. Makhaoutov has received the Order

of Lenin, the Order of the Octcber Revolution, two orders of labour

(Rad Banner), ard many other hccors. It is our privilege to bring Dr.

Maktmoutov,s paper to you.

Rsy D. Ryan Jr.
Executive Director



FEREvrivin IN THE SOMEr WICIT

Great changes are takirq place in the world. In past demedes, the
confrontation of our two idsologies seemed unresolvable, and it vras
only yesterday that the people of our tic) social-and-econmeic
structures were set against each other. Today, sociopolitical and
aocncenic changes have brought a change in social consciousness and
psychology. People have realized that further confrontation would very
soon lead to global catastrophe and cause the death of the planet
Earth. Cur tux) leaders have stretched out their hands to each other,
and our people have breathed a sigh of relief.

However, this is only the beginning of new thinkirq and a new
approach to the solution of other global issues, such as disarmament
and real peamful coexistence, sharp reduction of military
expenditures, the straggle against knower on a global scale, the rescue
of nature and cultural values of human civilization, and the creation
of imroved livin ornditiam. The solution th these problems and
others is within the con= pawer of the people; hagever, this requires
special sociopedagogical mans in molding a new kind of thinking, a
moral attitude toward labor, and attention to spiritual needs and
creative activity.

I am often asked why people in the Soviet Union are demanding
perestroika? Hasn't socialism given them anything? It is hard to give
a short answer to this question. Briefly, hagever, socialism has
brought education to a people that before, were almost entirelyilliterate. Tcolity, more than 80 peroent of our young people are high
school graduates, and the country has sane 60 million students in
elementary and higher education. 0= economy employs more than 34
million engineers and specialists vex, were trained in technical high
schools.

Salaries in the USA are high, averagirq $2,000 a nxzlth. In the
USSR, the average is much lager-240 rubles a with. However, our
goverment pays many millions in subsidies to collective fares to keep
food prices lag. The cost of producirxj a kilogram of meat is 5-6
rubles, but meat sells for 2 rubles a kilogram. Prices for bread (20
kopeckr. a kilogram), milk, butter, and vegetables haw remained lag up
to the present day. The average Soviet femily pays a mere 4-6 percent
of its income for housing. Bducation at all levels is free, as is
health care. Public transportation is nearly free: riding the sutygay,
bus, or trolley costs 5 kopecks; train and air tickets ars also
inexpensive. 'there has keen m unemployment since the thirties.
Socialism produced all these benefits, ard others. My, then, has our
society undertaken its agn radical reconstruction?
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Many people consider, and in our country nearly everyone is
convinced, that the basis for a society's development rust be only
social revolutions and ideological dogma. Bat in reality, as is proved
by analysis of the history of education ard cultural development ard of
human civilization in general, the natural basis of all changes in
every society tends to be objective technological revolutions. Froa a
psychological point of view, this is interpreted as the needs and
interests of the majority of the population.

The first technological revolution was agrarian. It occurred at
the dawn of mankind and resulted agricultural activity.
Migratory tribes subsisted kr gatsrur and primitive hunting. Nomadic
people became settled. A t.ur1ogical revolution meeting the needs
and interests of people caused this settlirg. The family became the
main labor call of the cammanity, the main element responsible for the
instruction and educatial of children and youth.

The growth of labor productivity created surplus proxbaction and
caused the developnent of trade. People were guided by their
experience and worldly Wacker. Scientific knowledge was in its infancy
and played no significant role. Me education of children was based an
the rules of pcvular pedagogy.

The second teohnological revolution was industrial, which occurred
no more than 200 years ago. r*s development co the planet was woven.
One group of pawls was nomadic, whereas others had just begun the
transition to agriculture. Still others had begun the creation of a
new life.

If the agrarian revolution settled nomads on the lards, the
industrial revolution isolated man from the lard ard created the new
activity of industrial production that led to urbanization. Most
ixpattant, the industrial revolution resulted in collective labor with
a search for a new means of production ard new ccxeitions for
intellectual developer*, which resulted in an uprising of culture in
general.

General ard scientific km/ledge began to play a significant role
in the material well being of mankind and a generally higher level of
culture. Education became not only the means for raising the general
culture of various strata of the population and the professional level
of inlividuals, but also a mans of vocational training. 'rechnical
progress released nen !run hard manual labor. As an example, centuries
ago, 99 percent of production was done by man's and aninal's musaalar
efforts; by the erd of the 19th century, it was only 1 percent, and the
rest was dors by machines. General education resulted from the
technolcgical and social revolutions, and it became a vital need of an
industrial society.
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Me third technological revolution, the scientific and
technological revolution burst into the world as a result of a amber
of diaDOZVOrisS arid achievements in the technology of production. It
kegan in the middle of the 20th century, mostly in highly developed
industrial countries, and greatly accelerated the process of labor and
intellectualization.

Microelectronics, chumistry, nem materials, genetic engineering,
biotechnology, =lair energy, end lasers revolutimized production.
Now pcoduction is performed not with the help of machines, as in the
case of industrial production, but by machines run by men.

Labor arid its intellectualization created a new type of activity
information technology. hit again, this took place mratly in highly
developed capitalist countries. The convwor belt and complex
mechanization can be seen as the prime creation of the industrial
revolution. The scientific and technological rwoluticn resulted in
automation and robotizaticns of production processes, which led to the
awarance of mass production and saturation of the brarld market arid an
Emphasis on the quality of goods over their quantity.

The key element in information technology has, for the time being,
left the socialist countries. EVen industrially developed East
European ommtries went format mainly by industrial development,
utilizing just a far elements of the scientific and technological
revolution. Me evidenoe of this is the great lag in cybernetics and
electronics, computerization of industrial processes, and the
production of high-quality goods that axe in popilar demand.

Me third technological revolution raised the standard of living
in many industrially developed countries. It made significant new
demands on man in the areas of professional training, general
education, and morality. Me importance of scientific knowledge and
creative abilities booms apparent. A vital new science caused a
hisaer level of general secondary education that became standard for
most irdustrially developed =arias. Me USA, for example, has the
world's largest number of students in higher educaticr.. They provide
workers a 12-year course of general education. Me course of training
in a number of professions amowits to 5 or more additional years. A
system of lifelong, postgraduate education is also available.

Another example, Japan provides 95 peroent of the younger
generation a 12-year course of full-tine general education. Nearly 40
percent of Japan's youth enter the universities. The muntry has
reached unpreoedented industrial and cultural development because of
the intellectual potential of the nation and centuries of mcwal and
esthetic education.

3
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Japan has little wealth and yet has become a highly developed
country. Suffice it to say, Japan has produced more than 130 million
taw of steel annually, without havin; a sin;le ton of iron ore as a
natural resource. Because of the high level of labor organization,
Japan was the first wintry to develop a network of fully autavated
production plants.

The scientific and tectinological revolution of the population
involved in production required; not only high-level knowledge and
corpetence, but the ability for creative, innovative thinking =I
independent decision making.

Man's behavior and ocniciousness are rewlated in general by his
interests and needs. "If geometric axiom were in contradiction with
man's interests, they icaild be reviewed." This witty quotation
reflects an objective phenomenon. Interests and needs are initiated by
man's intellectual curiosity and progress in a000rdanze with livin;
conditions. This is a well-known formula. Marx, as an expert in
philosophy and political =macs, expressed it in a brief phrase,
"Life's necessities get developed in the process of ocnsumption."
Equally important are man's material and spirliaml. needs. These
briefly are the objective bases of pereartroyka in the wallow and
eobattirn system of our country.

Mat are the main trends of the process of perestroyka in Soviet
society? First, policy is always congaed with a question of power.
Valet was the State power in our country before parestrcyka, and why was

society dissatisfied with it? Formally, the power in aur country
was held by the Soviets, a goverment body selected by the people. As
is usual in all civilized countries under the principles of democracy,
this prwer was divided into the legislative, executive, end judicial
pou'erS.

Hammer, ally the executive power was really functional; it acted
not to observe the law, but to follow the resolutions and decrees of
the party oomaittees that %are above the executive poor.

The first principal resolution was made by Polithuro of the
Central Committee or the Comalnist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSIJ)
The main resolutions were approved every 4-5 years by Party Congress.
The resolutions were seldom based al civilized principles and neglected
the objective laws of developaent. The subjective point of view of
inocopetent leaders prevailed very often in the name of the general
secretary of the Central Committee of the CPSU.

Based al thetas decrees, the Council of Ministers adopted and
approved 5-year plans for the development of the national eoccomy, for
ample, what must be canstructeds haw earlY plants, bridles, cities,
diamllings, etc., shaild be constructed; how math roomy should be

4
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release:1. All this was in resolutions. Anther, there were
arrangements to twister* the plans; priority was given to the auantity
of prodwtion to the detriment of Quality ard the needs of society, ani
to man in the long rm. The people's interests ware second; the
State's and party's interests Imre first.

For example, our inductry produced acre than 350,000 tract= par
year, several times the USA's output. The qtality of these machines,
however, was so 1w that im still biy grain from the USA and Canada.
As for another example, mu: country mamfactures mach more butter than
the USA; bit our system of storage, transportation, ard distritutim is
such that in wet of cur cities butter is rationed.

The system of power in the country is arranged in mob a way that
the function of the people's power is only executive. There is no
democracy in the governing. Fran 142scai to the smallest rural
district, all decisions are made by the leaders of Party committees.
Me Secretary of the District Party Comnittes peracnally deals with all
problems of district 2ife from his men point of vim:. For instance, he
can direct the juige to bpriscn a person or to compel the p.thlic
prosecutor to dismiss a guilty person. H. can do everything bemuse
all the porimr is in the hands of Party sechinery.

This is the ruling system that cur society wants to give 1.4)
in fact, has already begun to reject. But this is a very complex
problem. First, the Party apparatus is well off and doesn't want to
give mar to Soviet bodies. It is very hard to overmans this barrier,
even for the General Secretary of the CPSU *hose %lord is law for every
party functionary. Bacmd, people in our ocuntry do not have
experience in democratic governing. That's why we are greatly
interested in foreign Oneriences, eel:facially in the USA where the
democratic form of goverment has existed for 200 years.

The process of the Soviets caning to power and taking the power
from the Party ocmmittees is based on deputy elections by secret
general ballot. The process of eicption by a new parliament ard the
people's deputies of new laws bassi al democracy is the arena of
struggle between ommervative and progressive forces in air society.
The struggle is on the brink of a peaceful solution to the problems ani
civil outbursts that we can &serve in different regions of cur
country.

The majority of the people are convinced that perestroyks in
politics and in state governing will be a sucoess. Mower, this
success depends on the economy. thus, the second aspect of perestroyka
is our econceny and financing. Had as it structured previously ancl ha.;
does it run today?

5
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First, all property in the country, all material and natural
resources and the lard, is in the hands of the State, tut it is
controlled by the Party and its oomm litter. A man is the cynic- of his
personal belongirqs and his salary only. As cur philosophers say, the
man of labor who is alienated from the means of production and from the
results of his labor owns nothing. As a result he is not interested in
fair and hard labor, in raising it's quality, and canseopently, in the
quality of his professions.). knmileige. Ms State, governed not on the
basis of laws, kxkt on the basis of Party oconittee decisions, is
socialized capitalism; uvorkers are hired laborers.

All pLpdueticn centers are in the herds of central ministries.
Their main tas::, at any price, is to fulfill the plan, even if the
results are damaging to nature and man. Ministries determine the
volwas of financirq for our production centers according to a plan.
They release material and other resources and point out where to
distribute the output of production. They assign the scale of
salaries, distribute machinery and equipent, and capture up-to-80
percent of the profit.

Local authorities receive only 3-4 percent profit assignments fron
industrial enterprises. Vat's wily we don't have enough schools,
hcepitals, or dwellings, and our social services and roads are in such
pcor =nations.

'Today our society rebels against such an ecionomic system and
demands its reoonstruction. !tower, this process is mon omplax than
reconstruction of power and political affairs. What prevents
reconstruction of the national wicoonomay? The transition to market
relations is hampered by the monopoly of our central ministries, 8:strict
centralization in national socinctuy management and its branches, and the
lack of production material and 'wiper* for free trading at the
market. Limited resources and the lack of self-management also hamper
the transition to market relations.

itly is the stnIggle going cn? Rat laws have been enacted? There
are new laws on property, lard, rent, fiscal matters, and other issues.
The Nam:Els is for irdeperdence of enterprise and for this transition
of property, specifically production to be placed in the bards of labor
collectives. Me transition has begun ln the form of rent, contracts.
op-operatives, and joint-stock sccieties. In tho USA, the people who

participate in these ventures are milled shareholders. In the USSR,
conservative forces don't like to recognize pewits property as a mans
of production, but democratic forces wish to advance business ckinership
activity.

'the stniggle is also for a sharp inarease of profit assignments
fraa production centers to the budget of local authorities that vaould
benefit a region. This practice has become a complex problem
aggravated not only by existing party poier, but also by bureaucratic
machinery ot central ministries. Recamaandations have been made to
abolish the ministerial monopolies, decentralize the economy
management, and grant independence to enterpeses.

6
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Eocomnic reccreetruction is amplicated further by a financial
system in disarray caused by the partial transiticn to market
relations, co-operatives functicnim etc. The rate of graith in
salary such higher than labor productivity. The cost of manufactured
goals is risirq very rapidly. The eccieties tend to be divided into
property layers, and the number of irdividuals 410 have money is
increasing. Csocdoe, especially those of high quality, are in critical
supply. Prices are climbing, but the ptirchasing capacity of the
general pcpulaticn is going gam.

As for material rescurces, raw materials, and equipment, these
items were supplied to enterprises in a strictly limited fore that
mused managers to increase their stock for emergencies. The value of
this monessive inventory is worth wire than 440 billicn rubles.
Adcliticnally, many billicns are "buried into the graind"; for example,
there are more than 100,000 laid-up omstruction sites in the country.
%tat other state system could suffer such useless waste of naticnal
wealth?

There are more than 40 million people with a lmr standard of life
in the oountty. In order to preserve the lcio prices for food stliffs,
the government releases many billions of state subsidies to the
collective farms for their products, Lshich are sold then at lae
prices.

7.ne government has undertaken measures against monetary inflaticn
by tryirq to find goods for export trade cn ccnverted currency in order
to assist the industries in introducing new and advanced technology.
This source would be used to m:dernize equipment with which to upgrade
the quality and quantity of production. However, the lcm quality of
gocds prevents them from being eXpCIrted, and raw materials can't
provide a sufficient ammult of currency.

The reccnstructicn of both political and eloonomical systems in the
country is going ce under the searchlight of "glasnost" (that means
openness fcc the public) and is controlled today by piblic
The public, haisver, has no experience in this type of openness.

In 1917, our country for the first time in its histcxy, without
any prior experience ancl the lack of knowledge in ccancsaisa or social
psychology, made a transition from capitalism to socialimn. Became of
the lack of social =win= and krt./ledge, there were a lot of
mistakes made, though acme targets of that revoluticn were reached. 113

a certain level, the well-beinq of the pcpaaticn and its culture was
incrwed.
,litics. ideOlaçlya socri. aid ailturs. Today we have started the

transition fraa totalitarian socialism to democratic socialism. kel,
again, we ere doing this for the first time and, again, withcut theory.
Naturally, there will te many mistakes.

7
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Is there any reconstruction of the ideology by itself in the
Comsanist Pexty? In allay, yes; sudh reconstructim is hinted. First,
there is the analysis of the Thilosockty itself. Time breaks down the
former dogma, and there are efforts to fird mistakes in Marilee and
Lenin's theory of buildiag communism. The supporters of creative
analysis suggest determinations of the positive and negative elements
of this theory and, accordingly, the rejection of buildirmi up communism
in the visible future. We mean building up, not in a dictatorial
Stanlinist socialistic sense, but socialism based an democracy, the
obdective laws of sodird development, development of eoomomy, and free
democratic interrelations.

Ideology, being previously irreconcilable to others, is now, as a
cunseopence, Shifting its platform. There is a green light for a
multi-party system ard recognition of religion, including the removal
of all bans for religious outlook and activity.

The third item in reconstruction of ideology is characterized and
aimed at a transition from pirely a clasal values orientation to, values
common to all mankind. If the defense of social justice of working
people was not noted earlier by the State and Communist Party, priority
today is given to morals common to all mankind.

With this problem we also haveclot of difficulties: first with
conservative, dogmatic thinking and, second, with the lack ot new
philosophy, new theory in building up socialism, new ideological
principles, and themv_tical propositions. Peconstruction in Ideology,
seemingly, will take more than reconstruction in economy. We are
inspired with the Changes and look to the future optimistically.
PUblic consciousness has awakened in its political maturity, and great
activity in the struggle for perestroyka is gaining speed. Wbrld
public opinion and the government of democratic states support the idea
ot perestroyka and even give us a hand. We consider all this to be a
certain pledge of successful democratic reform in our country.

Some people criticize our State, affirming that it hut given
nothing to the people. ln away, yes. I'm OUMBIOROAS gone to
extremes. In 1917, the population of Russia was 80 percent rural with
consumption of minimal industrial goods. Its majority of psasants were
poor, nearly all illiterate. The urban population of Russia consisted
of blue-collar and bithite-collar wirkers and merchants. The workers
lived in poverty--vorse than now, otherwise theywould natter/1m fought
for Soviet power. LX;ring the period of Soviet power, we have created a
great industry; but the troUble is that the major part of industry is
defense industry. The arms rano has led, us to the verge of ruin. If
we succeed in conversion and transition to market relations, than
things will improve. Ttue, our market is empty today and not expeGted
to be filled soon; but I think:that capitalist countries will fill it
as soon as the ruble becomes a convertible currency.



Mat are the main trends of =foram in stacation? The great
drawback of general eduoaticb.4 has been the sole type of education
provided. All instituticas viers 10-year seccniary =tools with
programs and curricula =Tarn to all regions and republics, ocnstructed
with no ccosideraticn to national, histccical, and regional
peculiarities. There has been, as well, strict centsalikation of
school management and finanoe and idealcgization of pedagogical and
education on the whole.

What's going an with general sdhools now? There is
decemtralization of management and differentiation of education. That
means classes in the humanities and multivariant curricula far the
natural-end-math types. There is a selection of eubjects for free
choice as well as subjects far extended and close study. New programs
are also being developed.

Democratic reforms in sdhool management are taking plaoe--electian
of school managers, parental participation in pedagogical councils, and
so forth. There is also revocation of obligatory instruction in senior
classes of secondary school.

Previously education was started at 7 years of age; now it is 6.
There will be an 11-Tear sthool program inwlm'el of 10. There also is a
search far different ways to improve sdhJol financing and to associate
it with prodUction centers.

The same, but also special drawbacks, characterize the vocational
schools. ln schools pupils were given "satisfactory marks" instead of
more accurate assessments. The same is done in vocational schools in
order to keep students and to =fill the school graduation plan. In
vocational trainirxj, we have only two types of educational
institutions: vocational schools far training workers on the basis of
6-10 years of sdhooling and 4 years of specialized secondary school for
training the medium-range technicians.

The system of vocational training on the whole is strictly
centralized. It is directed and controlled from Mem; no matter where
the institution is located. The structure of edUcational institutions
is based an the principle of training for specific occupations and, as
a rule, is strictly specialized. For example, in a small town
vocational training is limited to becoming a builder, metal worker, or
a service worker, thus the Choice for young people is greatly limited.

New concepts in vocational training are presently beirq der...alcped.
They deal with nem curricula and programs and differentiation of
subjects mardirq profusion.. BUt centralization in management,
finance, and control are still there, causirq the prestige of
professional schools and the nuMber of students to decline.
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